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PROJECT «ONBOARD ECOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIVE»
INTRODUCTION

The project «RECO» aims at involving and raising the awareness of

The role of the R.ECO has been
conceived by the professional
sailor Alberto Leghissa.

sailors and yachtsmen on ecologically correct behaviours onboard.
The project wants to promote the creation of a new crew role, the
«ecological responsible onboard», accountable for the
implementation of the good practices and for the involvement of
every member of the teams.
#OCLOOK AT THE VIDEO
EANO

The initiative has already been welcomed by Barcolana with the support of FIV and UVAI
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ONE OCEAN FOUNDATION

PROJECT «ECOLOGICAL RESPONSIBLE ONBOARD»
THE DECALOGUE
10 Good practices applying One Ocean Foundation’s ethical code to life onboard.
1. Navigate under sail as much as possible.

#INNOVAZIONE

2. Do not throw anything into the sea, including organic materials.
3. Avoid accidentally dropping materials into the water; keep equipment in a safe area when working on deck.
4. Use 100% biodegradable cleaning products, in recycled containers and with minimum packaging where possible.
5. On board, create containers to separate waste for recycling, and once ashore put garbage in its designated bins.
6. Do not use single-use plastic bottles, dishes, or glasses. Use water bottles and reusable bags for any food. Replace plastic with reusable or compostable materials
wherever possible.
7. If you are a smoker, utilize a portable and windproof ashtray. Cigarette filters are non-biodegradable!
8. Collect any plastic materials you find floating on the sea, these can be recycled. If they are too large, report the location to the relevant authority which will collect
them and notify sailors.
9. Never drop anchor on Posidonia Oceanica seagrass, respect protected marine areas, be aware of their specific regulations and, if you spot marine animals, do not
bother them and keep your distance.
10. Before replacing onboard materials, assess whether they could be repaired or re-used for something different. For instance, sails can be turned into bags. By doing so,
you will promote a circular economy.
Share these guidelines with other teams and encourage others to become a R.Eco!

#OCEANO
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PROJECT «ECOLOGICAL RESPONSIBLE ONBOARD»
ACTIVATION PROCEDURES

#INNOVAZIONE
Each participant can take part in the project during the finalization of the enrolment phase at the
race office in Sanremo, by specifying both boat and RECO’s names on a form. Each participant
will be given the printed decalogue to share with the team.

The first sailing boat to endorse the project RECO which has classified in corrected time in both
ORC and IRC categories will receive a One Ocean Foundation award.

#OCEANO
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www.1ocean.org
#oneoceanfound

secretariat@1ocean.org
02/796145

THANK YOU

